CCCC Editor
Jeffrey Hayward
163 Baden Place
Staten Island, NY 10306-6048
USA
Phone: 718-701-2447
Email: cccc@jeffhayward.com
http://www.covercollectors.org

Adlets:

Adlet prices and rules:

**********PLEASE KEEP ATTACHED TO THE CIRCUIT**********
Please contact the editor for a copy of this newsletter. Do not remove.

http://www.covercollectors.org

US 50 cents equivalent in recent mint stamps from your
country per line. Please do not send cash. All adlets must
be sent directly to the address of the Editor of the CCCC
newsletter. If you wish to receive a printed copy of your ad
after it is published, please add 98 cents (US) in recent mint
stamps from your country to the total.

The CCCC
Cover Connection

**PLEASE KEEP ATTACHED TO THE CIRCUIT**

85347 OM “DM” Lisbeth Dybkjaer, Noeddebogade 15.4.tv, DK-2200 Copenhagen N, Demark. I am
looking for postally used stamps, covers, and special cancels with the theme of horses, donkeys, mules
and zebras. Please let me know what you would like in exchange. I will also gladly accept your Forms
10. You may want a cover mailed to you from Greenland. OM’s may use me for covers from
Greenland. bagheera@webspeed.dk
90557 Raj Paul Oswal, Oswal Industries Pvt. Ltd., Industrial Area “A”, Link Road, Ludhiana
141003 India. I am looking for exchange partners to exchange worldwide mint stamps in complete sets
with M/S & S/S, sheetlets, FDCs, special covers and maxicards. In exchange I can provide mint India.
My themes include: mountains, railways, locomotives, aviation, roses, Braille, Louis Braille, gastronomy, chocolate, embroidery, Mahatma Gandhi & the British Royal Family. oswaindldh@dataone.in
90414 M.I.H. Ibrahim, 10/2b, Gothami Mawatha, Kettampahuwa, Wellampitiya, Sri Lanka. All members that reply to or send me circuits, please try to send me one low value mint unused banknote from
your country for my collection and I will send you the same.
89751 Marcos Torre/ Marqués de Lozoya, 21-6º A, 28007 Madrid, SPAIN; Spanish stamps bargain
70% discount Spanish Edifil catalogue. FDCs, collections, packets used diff. stamps (500/1000. Ask for
detailed price list showing your preferences.
89499 OM FLG Bob Gelfman Box 315 Old Bethpage NY 11814 USA. Seeking worldwide stamp exchange partners for recent used material. Offer quantity for quantity, quality for quality. Email:
maydoo@aol.com

The CCCC
has a new
web
address
shown
above.
Please
make sure
to update
your circuits and
forms with
the new
address.

89138 S.H. Teo, 47 Greenfield Drive, Singapore 457946. Exchange of 50 different mixtures of Australia large fine used with collectors of China, Taiwan, Russia, West Indies or for trade in 500 stamp lots.
Singapore FDCs and commemoratives for sale.
90703 Zia Ahmed Khan, Yasin Manzil, Khangerpura, Akola. 444 001 India. I would like to exchange
mint stamps, minisheets, & booklets on a 1X1 basis for the following topics: Red Cross, birds of prey,
wild animals, U.P.U, scouting 7 wonder of the world, Princess Diana, India, dance & music. Please
write first.
89891 Jose A. Alvarado Valverde, Ave. De San Diego, bar “EL DORADO”, No. 78 C.P. 28053 Madrid - Spain. I collect and would like to exchange mint stamps, FDCs and the following topical:
fauna(birds, butterflies, etc.), football/world cup & WWF. I also collect worldwide mint banknotes.
Please write first.
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91063 Lorenzo Menin, Via Milano 11/D, 20040 Bellusco, Italy. I am looking for used stamps of Venezuela and Columbia and only in very good condition. In exchange I can provide mint recent Italian
stamps, used Italian, Germany, France and Swiss stamps. Write to my email address or postal address
first please. Email: clelor@alice.it
85838 Gonzalez Medina, Apartado 6031, 30080 - Murcia, Spain. Exchange worldwide stamps mint &
used, phonecards, pocket calendars & postcards. Would like mint complete sets, FDCs & maxicards.
My thematics are: mountains, bridges, fish, trains, animals, Olympics, scouts, football, Red Cross &
lighthouses.
85164 Aryeh Klein, P.O. Box 3913, Rivonia 2128, South Africa. Interested in exchange of worldwide
used stamps. No Eastern Europe please. Can offer a wide variety of African stamps.
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Meet a member
By Jeff Hayward

When the idea of this
newsletter was conceived it was with the
hope that it could be
used to connect members with one another.
This newsletter is an opportunity for members to
learn more about each
other and to find new
friends.

members? I will include a
letter in the newsletter so
that other members can
get to know you.

Why not take a moment
to introduce yourself to
members of the CCCC
and send me a short note
along with the type of
covers you send to other

new philatelic friend!

Are there local stamp
clubs, shows, or fairs you
plan on attending? We
can include the show information here and
maybe CCCC members
could plan to meet each
While there have been other.
opportunities for CCCC
members to meet at The CCCC circuits also
stamp shows and CCCC have plenty of free space
gatherings, the majority to send messages to othof members only contact ers on the circuit. Take a
with one another is moment and tell others
through the covers they about your collecting insend. All we really know terests and about yourself
about each other comes if you like.
from the covers we send, Doing any of the above
our collecting interests, may result not only in a
and where we are from.
nice cover but maybe a
Please take a few minutes and write a quick
note to me today. My
address is on the back of
the newsletter.
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